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Company: Aliaxis

Location: Brussels

Category: other-general

We are seeking a Technical Metal expert to join our EMEA manufacturing team. This role

will focus on supporting the business objectives in delivering the strategy on metal with the

clear goal of becoming a sustainable group.

If you are passionate about sustainability and have a strong knowledge in metal

components, we welcome your application.

Company description�

Aliaxis exists to bring solutions to the world's water challenges and accelerate the transition

to clean energy. We are a global leader in high-quality fluid management solutions for use

in building, infrastructure, industrial and agricultural applications across the globe. Over 15,000

people have selected to work for us in more than 40 countries.�

Aliaxis has embarked on a positive journey with its “Growth with Purpose” strategy,

implementing ambitious, urgent actions for sustainability and innovation that will pay off in

the short term. By 2025, wewill befocusing on theareas where we can createthebiggest

impactoncarbon reduction in our plants andonincreasingthe share ofrecycled content in our

products. In conjunction, wewill continue todevelop moreand betterwater solutionsforsociety as

a whole. We are looking for passionate people that want to be part of our journey and embrace

the behaviors that we at Aliaxis stand for:

We Dare to challenge the status quo, to innovate and to learn fast,

We Care for the environment, our customers and each other,

We Deliver by taking accountability for our decisions and actions.

Aliaxis is privately owned, with its global & EMEA headquarters in Brussels, Belgium.
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Job description

Role purpose:The job includes, but is not limited to, developing metal standards and

processes at EMEA level and lead metal projects in collaboration with other departments to

among others reduce metal consumption, integrate sustainable materials, and reduce costs.

The role is to be located inone of our EMEA siteand will require up to 40% of travelling across

the region.

Key accountabilities

Sustainability

Processes

Costs

People training

Project management

Responsibilities

Continuously research, recommend and qualify new sustainable packaging materials,

technologies, equipment to reduce carbon footprint, improve quality and costs

Develop metal specification standards across EMEA: Preparing documentation in line

with business requirements and ensuring that the manufacturing specifications are compliant

Identify, lead, and support cost savings opportunities

Educate the organization on packaging best practices

Work with cross-functional teams to identifymetal optimization possibilities and

eliminatewaste

Requirements

Experienced in metal products, testing methods, waste reduction & sustainability

Ability to lead multi-functional projects that vary in complexity and priority

Experience working in complex, international and multi-stakeholder environment

Fluent in English– any additional European language is a plus.



The successful candidate will have a critical mind-set and attention to detail with

outstanding communication and interpersonal skills

We offer a unique opportunity to join a European (Belgian) global company with a very

international & collaborative culture that is transforming dynamically and that is committed to

its future growth, service excellence and employee engagement. Next to a competitive salary

and benefits package, we offer an impactful role and real growth opportunities. 

Aliaxis and its subsidiaries encourage diversity and inclusion in the workplace; we are an

Equal Opportunity Employer.

Please copy link to browser to access Aliaxis Privacy Notice:

Note to agencies: Please kindly abstain from sending us candidates either directly to HR

or to one of your contacts within the company. Thanks!
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